the laser at the cente point ofajack and
so are placed against the bowl.

lbove:
A laser measure

in use
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Which is best, modern
technology or the
tried and tested? Well,
there has been a lot
of discussion recently
about the use of
something a bit more
modern than a length
of string to carry out
accurate measures. ln
the last few years, the
focus has been very
much on the use of
lasers to replace the
traditional measures
that umpires have
used for years
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The main question on the lips of
umpires is: "How accurate arethey?"
afld the answer to this lies in the quality
of the laser measwe itself and therefore
the price. The more expensive the
laser device the greater the tolerances
ofaccuracy. Are these tolerances
acceptable when compared to an official
skilled in the use of a box measure or
callipers? Certainly, with the cheaper
versions with a tolerance of +/- 3mm,
that is debatable in my opinion.
Next question: "How long is it going
to take to carry out a measure?" Well,
the smaller units that fire the laser at the
jack without the need for target plates
are as quick ifnot quicker than a box
measure. The more accurate models
that use target plates take a lot longer to
set-up and this could be a big factor in
timed games, and of cowse, the more
objects you are placing against bowls
and jacks, the more likely those objects
are to be displaced.
There is plenty ofvideo footage
available now which show these
measuring devices being used both
well and poorly. One thing that has to
be remembered is the device must be
used in accordance with the instructions
otherwise the accuracy will be lost. I
notice in recent footage that the target
plates are not in place.
So, what does World Bowls say about
the use of these measures? Well, in
2015 the World Bowls Laws Committee
evaluated a prototype ofthe measure
that incorporated the target plates. This
was approved for domestic use by
should mention before I delve
national bodies . lL 2020, the committee
into rt'ri, hot topic that the views
were again asked to look at the smaller
expressed are my own and I am not
measures utilising the cheaper laser
endorsing. or otherwise, any
devices and as a result issued guidance
single product.
on their use for domestic play.
There are now several models available In this guidance, the laws committee
on the market ranging in price
stated: "The laser measure may be used
around f50 to f230. Of course, as
as an altemative to the box measwe,
everything, you
subject to any
get what you
restrictions adopted
pay for and all
by any MNA, and
products are not
it is now listed in
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equal. Essentially,

all models on
the mmket use a
third pmty laser
device mounted
in an assembly
that allows it to
measure between
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jack and bowl. In order to get an accurate
measurement between two round objects

of different sizes, some devices come
are placed against the
bowl as something for the laser, placed
against the jaclg to aim at. Others are
desigred to be the correct height to aim

with 'targets'that

kxer

the'altemative
equipment' section

in the umpire

development
documentation on
the Word Bowls
website."
It noted the
variation in tolerances and issued the
following recommendation: "Due to
a variation in tolerances among laser
measure models and as they do not
measure directly between the nearest
points of the jack and a bowl, there is
a recommended minimum distance for
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Left:
A laser measure
being inconectly
used without a

target plate

t:
.

their use- The recommended minimum
distance for using a laser measure in an
ideal situation is 300 mm."
It was noted that the maximum
distance may vary depending on lighting
conditions and the visibility of the beam.
Wouldn't it be great to be able to use
a laser to determine the minimum jack
length? Alas, this is rmlikely unless you
are playing in the dark
The guidance ends with a further
limitation that they can only be used
when the jack and all the bowls are
on the rink and not in the ditch. You
can read the full
guidance on the

World Bowls
website.
So, laser
measures may be
used for domestic
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Should a marker in a singles match
inform a player ifthe head has changed
when they are rvalking back to the mat
after visiting the head?
There u,as a robust debate betu een
those that f-elt the marker should just
be there to mark the card and cenre
the jack and those that. in my opinion.
correctly said the marker should
cerainly tell the player the head has
changed. Let me pose this scenario and
again I would be interested to hear the
opinion of our readers.
It is a national singles final and the
scores are finely

"\\CIukln't it he gtvat

to he sble to us{ a

balanced at 20
shots to 19. The
player on 20 asks
vou' as the markeq

lastr tr deterutiw tht
*
mini*mm ! rtck te ngrttfl ili,"-:i:$'+lJ'

play ifapproved by
the national goveming bodies. Personally,
I would love to see a daywhere we can
reliably use a laser measure that has an
acceptable level of tolerance compared
to a box measure or calliper and that
is quick and simple to setup and use
whilst not requiring another umpires kit
to carry it around. I don't think we are
at that stage yet but we are close and
maybe in the not too distant future, we
will have a model that is acceptable for
use atbothWorld Championships and
Commonwealth Games.
What is your view on their use? I
would be interested to hear what you,
our readers think.

clearly state that
they are. Before they get to deliver their
next bowl, thinking they me lyng shol
their bowl falls away from the jack and
they are now two against. They reach
the head after delivering a blocker or
a back cover shot only to find they are
match down because their bowl fell
back without them knowing. Should
you have informed them of the change
la
in situation or said nothing?
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Middle left:
The device must be

Next month: ln my next article in May, I will
be giving an insight into the lead up to the
Commonwealth Games from an lnternational
Technical Official perspective.

used in accordance

with the instructions
otherwise the
accuracy

will be lost
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sixth consecutive
Commonwealth
Games as an official

end this month with a question which
caused a great deal ofdebate on social

media recently.
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